1:00 to 1:20 • **Introductions, importance of backyard woods, useful resources, and program overview.** – Billy Thomas, Extension Forester, UK Department of Forestry

1:20 to 1:45 • **Backyard water resources, rain gardens, stormwater wetlands, and caring for your backyard water resources.**
– Carmen Agouridis, Extension Associate Professor, UK Department of Biosystems and Agricultural Engineering

1:45 to 2:10 • **Shopping for the Right Tree.** – Nic Williamson, Urban Forest Initiative Coordinator, UK Department of Forestry

2:10 to 2:35 • **Invasive plant species and the Emerald Ash Borer.** – Ellen Crocker, Assistant Extension Professor of Wildlife Management, UK Department of Forestry

2:35 to 3:00 • **Wildlife Habitat and Damage Control in Your Backyard Woods.** – Matt Springer, Assistant Extension Professor of Wildlife Management, UK Department of Forestry

Pre-Register at: ukforestry.org or (859) 257-7597.